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ABSTRACT

A joint international evaluations of Text-To-Speech syn-
thesis (TTS) systems is being conducted for the French
language. This project involves eight laboratories of
French-speaking countries (Belgium, Canada, France and
Switzerland), and is funded by AUPELF (Association of
French Speaking Universities) The results obtained after 2
years of work are presented in this paper. The project is
split into 4 tasks: 1/ evaluation of grapheme-to-phoneme
conversion; 2/ evaluation of prosody; 3/ evaluation of seg-
ments concatenation/modi�cation; 4/ global system evalu-
ation. Grapheme-phoneme conversion evaluation has now
been completed, and both methodological issues and re-
sults for the eight systems are presented at the workshop.
For prosody evaluation, the problem is to study several
systems that incorporate di�erent linguistic analyses, dif-
ferent prosodic systems, di�erent intonation and rhythmic
models. Using the same phonemic input and the same con-
catenation/modi�cation system with the same diphones, it
will be possible to assess prosodic quality independently
of the other modules. Perceptual evaluation is used at
this stage. The degradation introduced by concatena-
tion/modi�cation systems and by the quality of segment
data-bases will be studied using perceptual tests. Evalu-
ation of the global systems will also be performed, using
both intellegibility and agreement measures. Finally, one
of the aims of this project is to make available corpora
and evaluation paradigms that may be reused in future
research. This will enable a quantitative analysis of the re-
sults obtained, and a measurement of the progress achieved
for each speci�c system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Joint international evaluations of Text-To-Speech syn-
thesis (TTS) systems are highly desirable, both for systems
assessment and for systems improvement. Several projects
have already been conducted, in di�erent contexts, and
for di�erent languages [18, 10, 5]. The results obtained in
the SAM for multi-lingual TTS assessment methodology
project are reported in [12]. The EAGLE project proposed
some recommandations that can be found in [7]. The In-
ternational Telecomunication Union (ITU) recommanded
also several protocols, and research using these protocols
have been reported for several languages [9] [8]. Finally a
structured way to look at evaluation paradigms has been
presented at the 1994 workshop on speech synthesis [13, 2],

and a new evaluation paradigm will be tried at the present
workshop.

A network on language engineering for the French lan-
guage was launched by the AUPELF-UREF (Association
of French Speaking Universities) in 1994 [11]. In the frame-
work of this project, the task of the ARC-B3 (ARC: Ac-
tions de Recherche Partag�ees, or strategic research actions)
project is to evaluate TTS systems in French (see for in-
stance [16]). The partners of this project are coming from 9
public laboratories of French-speaking countries. ARC-B3
partners are:

Belgium : TCTS, Facult�e Polytechnique de Mons, 31
boulevard Dolez, 7000 Mons (V. Pagel, M. Bagein)

D�ept. Ling. K.U.Leuven, Blijde Inkomstraat 21, B-
300 Louvain (P. Mertens).

Canada : INRS, 16 Place du Commerce, Ile-des-Soeurs,
Verdun, Qu�ebec, H3E 1H6 (D. O'Shaughnessy)

France : ENST, 46 rue Barrault, 75013 Paris (F. Yvon)

ICP-INPG, 46 avenue Felix Viallet, 38031 Grenoble
cedex 1 (V. Auberg�e, G. Bailly)

LIA, Universit�e d'Avignon, 339 chemin des Meina-
jaries, BP 1228, 84911 Avignon cedex 9 (F. B�echet)

LIMSI-CNRS BP 133, 91403 Orsay cedex (P. Boula
de Mare�uil, C. d'Alessandro)

Switzerland : LATL, Universit�e de Gen�eve, 2 rue Can-
dolle, 1211 Gen�eve 4 (J.P. Goldman, E. Wehrli)

LAIP, Facult�e des Lettres, Universit�e de Lausanne,
1015 Lausanne (E. Keller, B. Zellner)

The scienti�c coordinator of the overall project is C.
d'Alessandro, and the organizers of the test campaigns and
corpus production are A. Marchal, now B. teston and C.
Cav�e (LPL, Aix-en-Provence), with the help of G. Richard
and S. Foukia. The project was launched for 4 years, and
the �rst half of this progam has now been completed.

TTS systems usually involve three main submodules
applying in sequence. The �rst stage of the synthe-
sis is grapheme-to-phoneme (GP) conversion. It consists
of translating a written utterance into the corresponding
stream of phonemes (including possible variants, especially
when several regions or countries are envisaged). The sec-
ond stage consists of computing a series of prosodic mark-
ers and/or numerical values to be attached to this phone-
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mic string. The last stage deals with the actual produc-
tion of the speech waveforms. Speech synthesis can be
viewed as a chain: the output quality depends on the qual-
ity of individual components, and the weaker component
is likely to de�ne the quality of the overall system. It thus
makes sense to conduct a speci�c evaluation for each part
of this chain, and the project was split into 4 tasks: 1/
evaluation of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (coordina-
tor: V. Auberg�e); 2/ evaluation of prosody (coordinator:
P. Mertens); 3/ evaluation of speech segments concatena-
tion/modi�cation (coordinator: G. Bailly); 4/ global sys-
tem evaluation (coordinator: C. d'Alessandro);

The evaluation methods used are depending on the task
at hand. For a linguistic processing task such as GP con-
version, it seems better to use automatic evaluation tools,
based on enriched text corpora, rather than subjective
tests. On the contrary, prosody evaluation, acoustic syn-
thesis and overall systems are needing subjective evalua-
tion. In next section, GP conversion is discussed. Section
3 deals with prosody evaluation. Section 4 describes the
project on speech segments concatenation/modi�cation
evaluation; Section 5 concludes.

2. EVALUATION OF GP

CONVERSION

This section is borrowed to reference [3]. An extended
version of this section will be published in [19].

2.1. Methodology

At �rst glance, evaluating a GP conversion device looks
quite straightforward. But a reference problem is raised,
because speech is subject to variability along multiple di-
mensions (stylistic, idiolectal, etc.). Even though most dic-
tionaries consider that there exists one and only one ac-
ceptable pronunciation for each word of the language, the
ideal situation where every one would do exactly the same
phonetic distinctions is far from reality. Additionally, the
GP transcription module often interact with other mod-
ules of the TTS system: a possible consequence is that a
divergence from the reference does not impair the compre-
hension of the output speech.

Despite these limits, a common phonetic alphabet was
de�ned: it is very close to the well-known SAMPA [7],
which has already been used in the context of TTS assess-
ment. The participants were then asked to stick to it. As
for encoding variants within the reference corpus, the so-
lution that was adopted amounted to limitting this one to
a lattice of pronunciations. An example, coded in SAMPA
(the j symbol separates possible alternatives), is:

Les hommes et les animaux peuvent remuer, se
mouvoir, se donner du mouvement.
lez Om[@zjzj ]e lez Animo p9v[@j ]R[@j ]m[yjH]e
s[@j ] muvwAR s[@j ]d[ojO]ne dy muv[@j ]mA~

Such a format can easily be handled at the computa-

tional level, and does not make any assumption regarding
the scoring measures that is applied during the evaluation
phase. Furthermore, this representation of phonological
variants can easily be extented, to accommodate for addi-
tional variants in an incremental manner.

Stemming from the experience of previous works, the
evaluation protocol consisted in submerging, in a much
larger corpus (12,000 sentences in our case), the text on
which the results were analysed. This portion was of course
secretly selected by the organizer (LPL, Aix-en-Provence).
The task given to each participant consisted of phonetising
the entire text within a restricted time frame. A dynamic
programming algorithm was used, to align the phonemic
outputs with the reference.

2.2. Corpus

After a preliminary test phase which enabled us to verify
the validity of our approach [4], a second phase took place
during the summer 1997. The organiser of the test cam-
paign hand-transcribed the test corpus, which consists of
articles extracted from the French newspaper Le Monde of
January 1987; the decision was made to work on this kind
of text, because it contains a full assortment of the typi-
cal di�culties for GP conversion. About 2,000 sentences
were selected, with the speci�c concern that numbers, (for-
eign) proper names and acronyms should be signi�cantly
represented in the corpus.

At the orthographic level, this corpus contains about
26,000 word tokens, corresponding to 6,000 di�erent word
forms. These word occurrences can be further subclassi�ed
into roughly 1,500 proper names (corresponding to 1,000
di�erent word forms), 600 numerals (200 word forms), and
200 acronyms and abbreviations (90 word forms), the re-
maining lot being composed of common words.

The speci�cities of the corpus in terms of its vocabulary
were calculated with respect to the 1950-1990 period of the
\Tr�esor de la langue fran�caise" corpus. This study revealed
no marked deviation in terms of vocabulary.

Manually transcribed, the reference corpus contains a
grand total of 85,000 phonemic symbols. Based on indica-
tions provided by the corpus producer, one can estimate
the number of possible cases of liaisons to be approxima-
tively 1,500, amongst which about 600 are compulsory.
Similarly, the transcribed corpus contains 8,500 cases of
mute-e, further subdivised between 1,000 obligatory dele-
tions, 1,500 obligatory realisations and 6,000 optional dele-
tions.

2.3. Results

Once the corpus selected, it was possible to have it tran-
scribed by each participant, to compare the transcriptions
and score the systems. A �rst computation of results was
released; then, an adjudication stage gave the participat-
ing teams the opportunity to contest some of their errors.
A new version of the corpus was then produced, and new
scores were accordingly computed. Overall, the eight sys-



tems managed to fare relatively well with the task at hand,
since they achieved at least 97obtained at the term of this
adjudication phase, are displayed in Table 11.

Labs #Phonemes Correctness Accuracy
Lab. A 83841 97.1 93.0
Lab. B 84250 94.9 (*) 94.4 (*)
Lab. C 85850 97.7 97.3
Lab. D 85554 98.4 97.8
Lab. E 86338 99.2 (*) 98.8 (*)
Lab. F 86205 99.2 98.7
Lab. G 86938 99.3 99.0
Lab. H 86047 99.6 99.5

Table 1: Global performance of the eight systems

For each system, Table 1 gives successively the total
number of phonemes predicted, the system's correctness
and accuracy.

This table distinguishes between correctness and accur-
racy: the former gives the percentage of phonemes cor-
rectly predicted, whereas the latter also takes into account
the percentage of spurious insertions. It is also to note
that systems signi�cantly di�er in their treatment of op-
tional phonemes: this fact is reected in the important
variability (nearly 5%) in the total number of phonemes
produced.

But what is really needed is a classi�cation of errors
enabling us to pinpoint the most problematic cases for each
system. The participating teams were consequently asked
to work on a manual classi�cation of their errors. In order
to make these detailed results comparable, a common grid
was de�ned, along the four following dimensions:

� related orthographical form;

� major grammatical category - in fact, we only dis-
tinguished between proper names, acronyms, number
and symbols, and lexical items) -;

� error type (e.g. heterophonous homograph, morpho-
logical ambiguity, lean word, obligatory or forbidden
liaison, schwa problem, preprocessing);

� typographical characteristics (e.g. upper case, digit,
Roman �gure).

This annotation scheme is unsatisfactory in many re-
spects: for instance, an incorrect preprocessing may result
in a liaison error; a morphological boundary may be missed
in a borrowed word, etc. Nonetheless, this categorisation,
together with the annotated mistakes provided by six of
the 8 participating teams enabled us to conduct a more
detailed quantitative analysis of the errors. The �gures
presented in Tables 2 and 3 cannot be taken at face value,
but merely reect the relative importance of various GP

1(*) These �gures largely underestimates this system's per-
formance, which have been severly degraded in terms of phone-
mic correctness and accuracy by a non-negligible number of en-
tirely incorrect sentences. A further exam of these sentences re-
vealed that they either were incorrectly formatted, or had been
wrongly aligned with the reference corpus.

conversion problems in French, and the current ability of
our systems to cope with those. It should �nally be noted
that, these (indicative) �gures refer to occurrences of erro-
neous words.

Table 2 presents the distribution of errors by word cat-
egory for 6 systems. It mainly illustrates the di�culties of
correctly pronouncing proper names and acronyms. While
these token only represent respectively 5.8% and 0.7% of
the words in the test corpus, they are more strongly rep-
resented in the erroneous words. Errors on proper names
represent between a half and a sixth of the total number
of errors.

Numbers and numerals are another signi�cant cause of
errors, which can be further subclassi�ed into 3 main cat-
egories:

� deletion of the �nal consonant of cinq (5), six (6),
huit (8), dix (10) before a consonant, within dates,
addresses or phone numbers;

� insertion of a segment corresponding to forbidden li-
aisons;

� substitution, especially due to the pronunciation un
(instead une) for 1 before a feminine noun.

Table 3 displays the distribution of errors by error type.
It may be analysed by line or by column. It can also be
analysed by line or by column.

These breakdoowns show that the results are quite dif-
ferent from a system to another: the best system is not
necessaril the best for coping with each di�culty. Though,
it appears that, on the whole, the main problems are (for-
eign) proper names and the schwa. The latter point needs
to be moderated though: the transcribed corpus contains
8,500 schwas, a small proportion of which (approximately
2% on the average) is in fact erroneously predicted.

2.4. Discussion

In this section, we critically review the methodology we
used, and put forward several arguments and questions,
to point out possible improvements. This part is not very
much language dependent: the same types of methodolog-
ical problems would certainly be encountered is other lan-
gages as well.

The de�nition of a common phonemic alphabet and of a
universal grid for evaluation proved to be di�cult and con-
troversial, which is to be linked with the limits of a modular
approach of assessment. An alternative solution to the one
we adopted, to specify the inventory of phonemes and to
describe the variability is to consider phonetic transcription
not as a succession of atomic symbols, but as a succession of
more complex units. Let us examine how this would work
in the case of liaisons. Using abstract symbols, it is possible
to represent optional liaisons in /z/ with the capital letter
/Z/, which covers /z/ and zero in its realisation (equiva-
lent classes reminiscent of the concept of archiphonemes).
As a consequence, the two variants need not be explicitely



listed in the test corpus. The use of this kind of alpha-
bet allows us to evaluate not only the accuracy of a given
GP conversion device, but also its precision. Let us as-
sume, for instance, that the reference pronunciation of the
�rst o in microcosme can be either /o/ or an open /o/. In
this situation, a system capable of predicting both timbres
should be more rewarded than a system which only pre-
dicts one of the two possible outcomes, since arguably, the
former is more precise than the latter. However, this kind
of encoding could only capture some cases of phonological
variability, namely the cases where the pronunciation of
one single symbol is subject to variation, irrespective of its
phonological context. More complex cases, where the al-
ternative exists between several sequences of phonemes, or
where there is a contextual dependency between adjacent
symbols, would still need be explicitely enumerated - such
cases are not uncommon. In addition, it is possible that
the evaluation of the precision of a GP conversion device is
not central in the speci�c context of speech synthesis sys-
tems, and that its undertaking would unduly complexify
the scoring measure.

Labs Lab. B Lab. C Lab. D
Proper
name

180 (9.6) 296 (24.0) 204 (22.7)

Acronym 105 (5.6) 30 (2.4) 73 (8.1)
Number
or symbol

113 (6.0) 157 (12.7) 55 (6.1)

Other 1469 (78.7) 752 (60.9) 565 (63.0)
Total 1867 1235 852
Labs Lab. F Lab. G Lab. H
Proper
name

113 (15.2) 168 (25.6) 131 (49.4)

Acronym 15 (2.0) 11 (1.7) 7 (2.6)
Number
or symbol

90 (12.1) 50 (7.6) 30 (11.3)

Other 526 (70.7) 428 (65.1) 97 (36.6)
Total 744 657 265

Table 2: Distribution of errors by word category for 6
systems. For a given system and word category, each cell
of this table contains the absolute number of errors for this
category, and the corresponding percentage of the errors
for the system.

Another point is worth mentioning, which concerns a
dimension along which systems were not evaluated. The
reference corpus contains a lot of independently speci�ed
variants. A consequence is that this scoring strategy fails to
assess the stylistic coherence of a given transcription. This
has been found to be quite a minor problem: all the tested
systems use deterministic transcription rules, which makes
them unable to produce a kind of \incoherent" output.

It is however possible to enrich the test corpus annota-
tion scheme, including for instance part-of-speech tags and
an alignement between orthographic and phonemic strings
at the word level; and a speci�cation of the places where
liaison is not possible.

Several test corpora could also be generated with the
same text material. In this way, a system's behaviour
could also be tested by using di�erent variants, each repre-
senting a di�erent level of di�culty for the GP conversion

Labs Lab. B Lab. C Lab. D
Lean word 77 (4.1) 52 (4.2) 129 (15.1)
Liaison 111 (5.9) 123 (10.0) 76 (8.9)
Schwa 493 (26.4) 374 (30.3) 134 (15.7)
Heterophonous
homograph

98 (5.2) 47 (3.8) 34 (4.0)

Typing errors 116 (6.2) 78 (6.3) 14 (1.6)
Preprocessing 537 (28.8) 187 (15.1) 79 (9.3)
Morphological
ambiguity

197 (10.6) 1 (0.1) 15 (1.8)

Other 238 (12.7) 373 (30.2) 371 (43.5)
Labs Lab. F Lab. G Lab. H
Lean word 97 (13.0) 89 (13.5) 103 (38.9)
Liaison 49 (6.6) 38 (5.8) 15 (5.7)
Schwa 46 (6.2) 91 (13.9) 3 (1.1)
Heterophonous
homograph

90 (12.1) 7 (1.1) 19 (7.2)

Typing errors 15 (2.01) 38 (5.7) 15 (5.7)
Preprocessing 19 (2.6) 26 (4.3) 53 (20.0)
Morphological
ambiguity

8 (1.1) 2 (0.3) 6 (2.3)

Other 420 (56.4) 366 (55.7) 51 (19.2)

Table 3: Distribution of errors by type for 6 systems.
For a given system and error type, each cell of this table
contains the absolute number of errors for this type, and
the corresponding percentage of the errors for the system.

task. Going from the most complex to the easiest, the �rst
variant would be pre-segmented, the next would be typo-
free, the next would further contain expanded abbrevia-
tions, an even easier would include tags (or even brackets)
etc. Given the availability of accurate natural language
processing tools for performing these tasks, these variants
could be produced nearly automatically. An alternative
exists regarding the constitution of a reference transcrip-
tion for a text corpus: ear-transcribed or hand-transcribed,
which means observed or not. The comparison of refer-
ence dictionaries reveals the obvious di�erence of phonemic
prediction by the authors. More generally, it seems that
the problem of �nding an agreement between di�erent lis-
teners makes the constitution of ear-transcribed corpora
di�cult. It thus appeared more reasonable to opt for a
hand-transcribed corpus in these experiments. This choice
was also plainly justi�ed with respect to the participat-
ing GP systems themselves, whose pronunciation rules re-
ected more the content of pronunciation dictionaries than
the actual pronunciations.

Common word lexica are very valuable tools for mea-
suring the capabilities of a transcription system to handle
phenomena internal to lexemes or derivational morphemes.
Moreover, their coverage enables us to test the transcrip-
tion capabilities on a large-scale, i.e. to evaluate overall
consistency of the transcription rules. Finally, specialized
lexica, such as proper names lexica, constitute suitable
testing conditions for evaluating GP conversion devices on
a task like reverse directory inquiry. Nevertheless, irre-
spective of the public availability of large scale phonetic
dictionaries for French, testing GP conversion on systems
on running texts has the advantage, in comparison to allow
us to evaluate the ability of a device to properly process
contextual variants (�nal schwas, liaisons, etc.).



3. EVALUATION OF PROSODY

For prosody evaluation, the problem is to study several
systems that incorporate di�erent linguistic analyses, dif-
ferent prosodic systems, di�erent intonation and rhythmic
models. Prosodic generation is a complex task, which in-
volves several steps and components:

acoustico-prosodic component this step concerns the
conversion of intonational marks into acoustic pa-
rameters (F0, duration, loudness), according to word
groups, syllables and phonotactic constraints.

morpho-syntactic component this step concerns the
genaration of intonational marks, as a function of mor-
phology (+/- clitic) and syntax (phrase modality, syn-
tactic constituents, syntactic relationships).

semantico-pragmatic component this step concerns
the generation of intonational marks as a function
of the semantics of lexical items (adverbs, negation
etc.) and enonciation (focus, emphasis, dialog situa-
tion etc.).

This complex situation explains that very di�erent ap-
proaches are used. Therefore, it seems important to design
a type of test which is relatively independant of the par-
ticular choices of each system for morphological analysis,
syntactic analysis, or prosodic marks.

Using the same type of (enriched) phonemic input and
the same concatenation/modi�cation system it will be pos-
sible to assess prosodic quality independently of the other
modules. It was decided to take advantage of a freely
available high-quality diphone-based synthesis system for
French [1, 6], that was already used by several partners.
Then, the perceived di�erences in prosodic quality will not
be inuenced by the segmental level, which will be the same
for all the tested systems.

As the aim is to test prosody and not e.g. morpho-
syntactic analysis or GP conversion, an enriched phonemic
input is available for the prosodic module. This input con-
tains the following �elds:

� orthograpic text

� phonetic transcription

� word tags

� syllabic decomposition

Each system should indicate which �elds are actually
needed for computing prosody. This will be useful for com-
paring the systems quality.

Thus, all the systems will share a same input and a same
output. The perceptual test will be conducted using the
facilities for perceptual testing developped at LPL (Aix-en
Provence), where eight subjects can be tested simultane-
ously.

Two types of tests are foreseen: mean opinion
scores (MOS) [7], and a sentence veri�cation task

(VST)/monitoring test similar to the test described in [14].
The MOS tests are commonly used for assessment of TTS
systems quality. The aim is to obtain some information on
the perceived prosodic quality on a subjective scale. VST
test can be used for measuring the cognitive load due to
prosody. The idea is that subjects have less cognitive load,
and then are able to answer more rapidly, when prosody
is better. The di�erences in reaction times of subjects are
then a measure of te di�culty of the task.

The speech material envisaged for the tests is of two
kinds. For the MOS tests, short paragraphs will be used.
This is because the perceived quality of synthetic speech
is generally very good at the word level, still acceptable at
the sentence level, but deteriorates quickly as the duration
of the synthesized text increases. Paragraphs made of 4 to
6 sentences extracted from newspapers will be used.

For the VST test, a corpus of structurally ambiguous
sentences will be designed. Such sentences can have two
di�erent interpretations according to prosodic phrasing:

Elle appele sa �lle j qui pleure en mangeant sa
soupe. (she calls her daughter j who cries
while eating her soup)

Elle appele sa �lle qui pleure j en mangeant sa
soupe. (she calls her daughter who cries j
while eating her soup)

In this case, measurement of reaction time is an indi-
rect measurement of the prosodic quality, because better
phrasing decreases the cognitive load due to sentences am-
biguities [14, 15].

4. ACOUSTIC SYNTHESIS

EVALUATION

In this third part of the evaluation campaign, the aim is
to de�ne a benchmark for methods aiming at speech seg-
ments analysis/modi�cation/synthesis. All the TTS sys-
tems involved in the project are using a data base of natural
speech segments, and a concatenation/modi�cation (CM)
procedure. The task of the acoustic synthesis component
of a TTS system is to perform modi�cation of some fea-
tures of the speech segments (e.g. durations, F0, loudness,
voice quality), in order to match the prosody computed by
the prosodic module.

The quality of a CM system can be evaluated by measur-
ing its ability to �t to a natural prosodic target. Prosodic
targets can be, for instance, sentences pronunced using var-
ious pitch levels, vocal e�orts, speaking rates, and speaking
styles. It is well known that in this situations, all the pa-
rameters of voice quality as well as pitch and duration are
changing. It is then possible to make pairwise comparison
of natural and transformed sentences. Then the ability of
CM systems to transfer the wide-sense prosodic features
from one sentence to another can be checked.

This benchmark can include several levels of evalua-
tion (for instance, F0 transfer only, or F0 and voice qual-



ity transfers, vocalic reduction etc.). The corpus of sen-
tences used for evaluation should be accompanied by a
set of reference analyses for the signals (F0, pitch pe-
riods, phonemes, periodic/aperiodic decomposition, for-
mants, and voice source parameters, etc.).

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we reported on a project for joint evalua-
tion of TTS systems for the French language. The project
contains 4 parts: evaluation of grapheme-to-phoneme con-
version; evaluation of prosody; evaluation of speech seg-
ments concatenation/modi�cation ; global system evalua-
tion.

One of the aims of this project is to make available
corpora and evaluation paradigms that may be reused in
future work. This will enable a quantitative analysis of
the results obtained, and a measurement of the progress
achieved for each speci�c system. For the moment, a cor-
pus was de�ned, a working methodology was designed, and
tests were performed, using many systems for GP conver-
sion. The methodology and corpora have been de�ned for
prosodic evaluation, and experimental results (subjective
tests) are expected in the next few months. Evaluation
of systems for segments modi�cation/concatenation and
overall systems evaluation will follow next year.
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